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Wake Forest Surgeon Anthony Atala: 
TED talk  2011

https://www.ted.com/talks/anthony_atala_printing_a_human_kidney


Medical Uses For 3D Printing (3DP)

• Additive technologies can create: 

• Surgical tools

• Implants

• 3DP synthetic human organs—very promising 
for pharmaceutical industry



3DP and Patient-Specific Modeling 

• ASAIO J 28 Oct. 2017—
• S. Korean group constructed and tested feasibility of 

3DP, patient-specific, silicone model of ascending aorta
• 3DP aorta was placed in a mock circulatory system and 

compared to a similar system with straight tubing 
representing aorta

• Aortic cannulae were inserted in various positions and 
hemodynamic pressures and energies were accurately 
measured during recirculation

• Significant differences in measurements were found for 
the same cannula tip positions in 3DP aorta circuit vs. 
straight tubing circuit   



Bioprinting Synthetic 3DP Lung

• Bioprinting is cutting-edge tech and very 
expensive

• 3DP using cheap plastic materials can be just as 
beneficial as 3D printing a human organ using 
real human stem cells

• Pharmacological testing may be more concerned 
with tracking drug dispersal thru body than 
monitoring its physiological effects

• However, cannot be transplanted into human 
subject 



Czech 3DP Model of Human Lung

• In Dec. 2016, Brno Univ. of Tech. created a 
functional 3DP model of human lung

• Miroslav Jicha heads research team

• This plastic model accurately shows how an 
inhaled drug moves thru respiratory system—
reveals if experimental drug is reaching intended 
areas—important in asthma research, COPD Rx, +

• Confidence is such that patent applications 
reflect goal to become European standard for this 
type of testing



Pix of 3DP lung



Further details of Czech 3DP Lung 

• Synthetics, cheap plastic material(s)

• Uses complex mechanical parts and 
computer-based model

• Very patient-specific, easy to manipulate



3DP of super soft structures

• 10 Jan. 2018, Imperial College, London, UK

• 3D structures created with cryogenics—uses 
phase change between liquid and solid to 
trigger polymerization and create super soft 
objects that hold shape

• Mimic mechanical properties of organs such 
as lung and brain—may be used for medical 
training in lieu of animal models



Advantages to 3D-printed skin 

• Helping burn victims

• Less-controversial alternative to animal testing

• Medical training exercises, e.g., suturing



Who is leading the way?

• Wake Forest Institute For Regenerative Medicine

• Organovo (San Diego) and L’Oreal USA

• Chinese cosmetics company JALA Group

• Chinese Qingdao Unique (skin + corneas)

• Spanish researchers

• French startup Poietis and BASF

• New Zealand medical training in sutures (and 
corneas)



Skin primer on body’s largest organ

Anatomical layer

• Epidermis (thinner)

• Dermis (thicker, deeper)

Cellular composition/function

• Stratum corneum—protects 
against external envt.

• Consists of fibroblasts, 
which produce collagen, a 
protein giving elasticity and 
mechanical strength to skin 



What is Spray-on skin?

• Patented skin culturing treatment for burn 
victims

• Based on stem cell technology: “Adult” stem cells 
in already developed tissue can act like a repair 
system, dividing regularly to provide new 
specialized cells to replace those that die or are 
lost

• Primarily intended for all second-degree or 
partial-thickness (epidermis + some of dermis) 
burns



Who have the major players been? 

• Australians (Perth) Marie Stoner (scientist) and Fiona Wood 
(plastic surgeon)—1999-2002

• Avita Medical, UK: John Geisel (scientist)
• Wake Forest Baptist Med. Ctr. Burn Center: director (Dr. 

James H. Holmes) and scientists (e.g., James Yoo) 
conducting clinical trials

• U.S. Army very interested ($$) since 2010
• Locally—Dr. Clay Forsberg (Orange Co. and Scottsdale, AZ) 

worked briefly with Holmes group at WF and met Dr. Wood
• 92-year old Marian Daneri of San Clemente, CA
• Nick Simon, UCI OLLI STEM committee 



Avita Medical Recell Kit protocol

• >0.15 mm deep skin scraped size of postage 
stamp (4 sq.cm)

• epidermal stem cells + melanocytes

• structural material incubated in trypsin (pig) 
to make a suspension

• Sprayed back, or dripped, onto burn site

• <week, stamp size specimen turns into a 
“page” of healthy skin (80X)  



Skin grafts vs. Spray-on skin

Pros of Spray-on

• Skin graft harvest creates a 
2nd area of scarring

• Reduces amount of donor 
sites needed for large 
reconstructions

• Growth closer in color and 
texture to natural

Cons of Spray-on

• Develops thinner and less 
durable than split-thickness 
graft*

• Time needed to grow cells 
in lab >3-7 days

• Expensive unless widely 
used

• *epidermis + part of dermis



Formal criticisms of Spray-on skin in 
2015

• Clay Forsberg, M.D., Orange Co. Plastic Surgery, 
Newport Beach, CA (now Scottsdale, AZ)

• Alex Lechtman, M.D., Visalia, CA

• Both plastic surgeons stated that the limitations 
of Spray-on skin must be emphasized in 
presentation

• Could be used adjunctively—Forsberg

• Too much hype, saw no real value on OR table--
Lechtman



Why 3DP Skin Makes Sense

• Derek Mathers at Worrell Design (Minneapolis—healthcare 
concepts):

• Currently administered in two forms: (1) generic human 
“prototype” not containing specific DNA information; (2) patient 
specific “end use” skin tissue printed directly into a burn or wound

• In first case, pharmaceutical, cosmetic, and medical companies. are 
able to rapidly test impact of their new devices and formulations 
with real human cells earlier in development cycle—reduces human 
and animal testing

• In second case, free complexity and customization—ability to create 
architecture that isn’t possible with other methods, and ability to 
manufacture complete assemblies in one print 



Wake Forest Univ. and Organovo

• San Diego-based Organovo founded in 2007--co-founder 
and scientific mastermind Gabor Forgacs

• Partnered with Invetech in 2009 to develop world’s first 
commercial 3D bioprinter of human tissue 

• Partnered with Autodesk Research to develop 3DP software    
• Organovo CEO Keith Murphy impressed by Wake Forest 

School of Regenerative Medicine and U.S. Army in their use 
of 3DP to repair burn wounds in soldiers.

• Organovo partnered with Wake Forest in 2011 to supply 
the printing platform for their model.

• Became world’s first publicly traded 3DP company by 2014



Wake Forest and U.S. Dept. of Defense

• 21 Feb. 2011—

• Using skin cells as ink and a human body as 
paper, James Yoo of WFU Sch. of Med. has 
designed a printer that can analyze a burn:

• First uses laser scanner to determine size and 
shape of lesion

• Then creates a 3D reconstruction

• Finally it prints layers of different cells 
needed—all in less than an hour



Wake Forest video

https://youtu.be/q8DnF0tF7D0


WF and DOD

• Yoo’s work funded by U.S. DOD—motivated by 
fact that 30% of battlefield injuries involve burns

• This bioprinter probably not permanent fix for 
severe burns, but portable enough to bring to a 
battlefield and fast enough to prevent loss of 
precious bodily fluids

• Printer stocked with inkjet reservoirs of human 
skin cells, sparking allogeneic rx that initiates 
body’s own healing processes

• Woo group able to print <10 cm X 10 cm skin 
patches on a pig model 



Organovo Bioprinting Process

• ID key architectural and compositional elements of 
target tissue

• Create design for bioprinter to generate tissue in lab 
environment

• Develop bioprocess protocols to generate multi-cellular 
building blocks (“bio-ink”) from cells to build target 
tissue, but required much larger inkjet nozzle

• Invented extrusion-based printing process that uses a 
syringe and needle/micropipette with orifice ~several 
100 microns, allowing cell aggregates to be deposited

• Bio-ink building blocks dispensed layer-by-layer and 
scaled by bioprinter



Organovo’s NovoGen MMX Bioprinter

• Within 9 months Invetech helped Organovo to develop 
a reliable and commercially viable instrument

• Printer includes two robotically controlled precision 
print heads: (1) placing human cells and (2) placing a 
hydrogel, scaffold, or support matrix

• Invetech developed computer-controlled, laser-based 
calibration system to consistently position cell 
dispensing capillary tip within microns

• Despite engineering complexity, intuitive user interface 
makes for simple operation—organ to be built literally 
drawn on screen 



Details of Organovo 3DP

• Bio-inert hydrogel may be used as supports as 
tissues build vertically or as fillers to create 
channels or void spaces mimicking native 
tissue

• Micro-scale tissues can be created in standard 
multi-well tissue culture plates

• Larger structures can be produced for 
placement into bioreactors for biomechanical 
conditioning 



Bioreactors

• A tool used in tissue engineering to mature and 
guide development of tissue engineered 
constructs (2014)

• In vitro culture systems designed to alter the 
following basic physiological phenomena: cell 
survival along with tissue structure, organization, 
mechanical properties, and function

• Used to create 3D space similar to in vivo 
environment for regeneration of tissue or organ 
and to reproduce hard to culture valuable cells 
(2005)  



Types of Bioreactors

• Stirred-tank—both industrial and lab research

• Airlift

• Hollow fiber

• Rotary Cell Culture System (RCCS)—NASA 
invented, increasingly used in tissue 
engineering for medical purposes

• Two structural types: multiple-use (stainless 
steel) and single-use (disposable)—sterilized 
chamber for cell culturing  



First 3D bioprinter of functional 
human skin

• 1/23/17—Univ. Carlos III de Madrid and BioDan
Group

• Prototype for 3DP of totally functional human 
skin

• Adequate for transplanting to patients
• For research uses
• For testing of cosmetic, chemical, and 

pharmaceutical products
• Currently in approval phase of European 

regulatory agencies



Spanish Skin Bioprinter

• Injectors with biological components replace cartridges 
and colored inks

• Proprietary aspects are knowing how to mix biologics, 
establishing working conditions so cells don’t 
deteriorate, and how to correctly deposit the product

• Depositing bioinks is controlled by computer which 
deposits them on a print bed in orderly manner

• Two ways to produce skin: (1) allogeneic skin from 
stock of cells on large scale and (2) autologous skin 
case by case from patient’s own cells for therapeutic

• Uses only human cells and components to produce 
bioactive skin—generates own human collagen  



Organovo leader in 3DP human tissue

• NovoGen Bioprinter Platform

• Changing shape of living human tissue

• Architecturally correct tissue

• Bioprinting advantages



Major Organovo Projects

• Skin—Partnerships with Wake Forest and 
L’Oreal--2015

• Kidney—ExVive™ Human Kidney Tissue--2016 

• Liver—ExVive™ Human Liver Tissue--2014

• Latter two offer laboratory services for outside 
investigators



Organovo and L’Oreal Partnership

• L’Oreal (Lyon, France) desired to test its cosmetic 
and hair color products without using people or 
animals

• L’Oreal gets Organovo’s speed and expertise in 
bioprinting human tissue

• Organovo gets funding and access to L’Oreal’s 
comprehensive knowledge of skin

• L’Oreal’s patented 3DP skin, Episkin, is produced 
from incubated skin cells donated by surgery 
patients—cells grown in collagen culture before 
exposure to air and UV light to mimic aging   



Episkin details from Organovo

• Michael Renard, VP:
• Harvested human cells turned into a “bio-ink” 

(proprietary) that’s fed into bioprinter
• CAD design programs printer to print cellular 

architecture on X-Y-Z axis
• During last step cell structure nourished 

(proprietary) and kept in temperature-controlled 
environment to allow fusion into cohesive mass

• Results in improved safety testing and more 
accurate efficacy across variety skin phenotypes



Organovo ExVive™ Human Kidney 
Tissue

• Nephrotoxicity major concern in drug development 
and ExVive provides accurate model of complex organ 
toxicity seen in drug responses

• ExVive Kidney is human 3DP tissue comprised of apical 
proximal tubule epithelial cells supported by collagen 
interface of renal fibroblasts and endothelial cells

• Printed under stringent QC and designed to model 
native biology and architecture in highly reproducible 
manner

• Maintains stable enzyme activity and native molecular 
expression for multiple weeks in culture 



Typical ExVive™ Human 
Kidney Tissue Protocol 
and Testing 

• Cisplatin (chemother.)-mediated 
nephrotoxicity and prevention 
by cimetidine:

• 3DP tissues treated for 7 days 
with increasing doses of cisplatin

• Dose-dependent decrease in 
overall viability (Resazurin dye) 
and epithelial viability (GGTase) 
observed

• Biomarkers for renal toxicity 
detected in response to insult

• Inhibition of OCT2 (transporter--
renal clearance) by cimetidine
blocks induced toxicity   

Project begins with in-depth 
consultation  with toxicology experts 
to define study design details: time 
frame, dose regimen, readouts

Customer-provided test articles 
evaluated on 3DP Tissue generated by 
tissue experts

Comprehensive data evaluation and 
study report provided and reviewed 
together with Organovo scientists 



Where is Organovo with 3DP human 
liver?

• 2018 goal of building living human tissues 
functioning like native tissues for theapeutic
applications 

• 3DP tissue capable of surviving and functioning 
inside an animal test subject 

• Implanted 3DP liver tissue onto livers of healthy 
mice—60 days later tissue showed engraftment 
and functionality

• This trial (reported 18 May 2017) was major 
improvement over previous trial with 28 days fct.  



Pathologic evaluation of mice

• Used strain of mice with alpha-one-antitrypsin 
deficiency which results in a genetic disorder causing 
liver and lung disease (not enough protective protein 
produced)

• Mice treated with 3DP liver tissue showed improved 
health compared to mice untreated

• 3DP tissue composed of human hepatocytes and non-
parenchymal cells

• Humans with a-1-AT def. vulnerable to cirrhosis and 
emphysema—usually <40 yr of age

• Organova plans to submit investigational New Drug 
application to FDA for 3DP liver by 2020 



Poietis and BASF

• Poietis Sep. 2014 startup in France

• Laser technology to bioprint human cells



Bioprinting Technologies

Basic extrusion model

• Organovo and others

• Direct ink writing deposits 
cell suspensions in the form 
of droplets

Laser-assisted

• Poietis

• Laser focused on substrate 
containing cells

• Creates jet of microdroplets
onto build plate

• Incredible accuracy, high 
resolution with living cells

• Once tissue printed, (4D) time 
required for cells to 
communicate and self-
assemble 



Recent advances in bioink design

• Ji and Guvendiren (2017):

• Most common bioinks are (1) cell-laden 
hydrogels*, (2) decellularized extracellular 
matrix-based solutions, and (3) cell 
suspensions

• *hydrophilic polymer chain network, water is 
dispersion medium—highly absorbent (>90% 
water), degree of flexibility like natural tissue   



3DP of super soft structures

• 10 Jan. 2018, Imperial College, London, 
England

• 3D structures created with cryogenics—uses 
phase change between liquid and solid to 
trigger polymerization and create super soft 
objects that hold shape

• Mimic mechanical properties of organs such 
as lung and brain—may be used for medical 
training in lieu of animal models



Details of super soft technique

• Uses solid carbon dioxide (dry ice) to rapidly cool 
a hydrogel ink as it is extruded from a 3D printer

• After thawing, the gel formed is soft as body 
tissue but doesn’t collapse under own weight

• To date, structures a few cm in size have been 
created

• Could be used to form scaffolds for a template 
where damaged tissue may regrow—e.g., seeding 
of neuronal cells for brain and spinal cord rejuv.


